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The Ford Fusion is a four-door, five-passenger mid-size sedan manufactured and marketed by
the Ford Motor Company. Production on the first Fusions began on August 1, Versions sold
there are available only with the 2. The third generation line-up includes a gasoline engine
option, an EcoBoost engine option, a next-generation hybrid model, and a plug-in hybrid
version, the Ford Fusion Energi , making the Ford Fusion the first production sedan to offer
these four options. Sales of the gasoline-powered and hybrid versions began in the U. In , the
Fusion was the seventh-best selling car in the United States. The Fusion was the first
production car to feature the "new face of Ford" three-bar grille. The Fusion was heavily based
on Mazda designs. In addition, the I4 engine, as well as both 5-speed transmissions, were
designed by Mazda. The Fusion benefitted greatly from this, with Mazda-like handling and
reliability. The Ford designed V6 was actually the only Ford designed major powertrain or
chassis component within the Fusion. Its 3. For , all-wheel-drive became available on V6
models. The Fusion gained front-seat side airbags , a side air curtain, and a perimeter alarm as
standard features, all of which had previously been available as cost options. An auxiliary input
jack for transmission from a portable audio player was added, along with some equipment
modifications. For the model year, ABS and tire pressure monitoring became standard features.
New optional features included rear parking assist, Ford's SYNC multimedia and
communication system, and ambient interior lighting. The DVD navigation was replaced with a
new generation system featuring voice commands , and for the first time navigation was
available with manual transmission. Several colors were removed and some others added. For ,
electronic stability control was added as an option. A new appearance package with blue trim
became available, and revisions were made to the exterior color palette. For the model year, the
S trim was introduced and a manual transmission was newly available for the S and SE trim
levels. These two trims had standard inch alloy wheels, while the SEL trim had inch alloy wheels
standard. The manual transmission was discontinued after in Mexico due to poor sales. The
model year was a very short one in Mexico because the Fusion arrived in dealerships by late
February National Highway Traffic Safety Administration :. Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety :. For the model year, Ford significantly updated the Fusion, [25] along with the Mercury
Milan and Lincoln MKZ , [26] with new front and rear end fascia designs [27] [28] and interior
and powertrain revisions. Powertrain options are similar to those that debuted on the Ford
Escape , including the new 2. The 3. The I4 and 3. On May 28, , the NHTSA issued a statement
that the stacking of all-weather floor mats from any manufacturer on top of the factory floor mat
could cause accelerator entrapment. Further, drivers are reminded to ensure that any
driver-side floor mats whether they are the carpeted floor mat or all weather floor mat are
properly installed and restrained by the retention hooks on the floorboard. Depending on
vehicle and floor mat design, it is possible for unsecured floor mats to interfere with accelerator
or brake pedals in a wide range of vehicles. Therefore, NHTSA reminds all drivers of all makes
and models to check the driver-side floor mats for secure installation and to follow all
manufacturer instructions for installing the mats. The investigation was opened in response to
over complaints where motorists reported the sudden loss of power steering while driving. An
estimated , vehicles are included in the investigation. The investigation is ongoing. The Ford
Fusion Hybrid is a gasoline-electric hybrid powered version of the mid-size Fusion sedan
launched to the U. In city driving a full tank delivers miles. This credit phased out on April 1, The
redesigned Fusion is built on the Ford CD4 platform and is an example of Ford's global car
strategy "One-Ford", with design led by Ford of Europe , started with the Focus and then the
extension of Fiesta production, which both came into North America in Like the previous
generation Fusion, the final assembly takes place at Hermosillo Stamping and Assembly ,
Hermosillo , Sonora , Mexico. Due to strong sales of the redesigned year model, additional
capacity was added in Flat Rock Assembly Plant , Michigan. The hybrid version and the Fusion
Energi plug-in hybrid will continue to be assembled in Mexico. In international markets, a
three-cylinder 1. In contrast to the front double wishbone suspension of the first generation
Fusion, at front are MacPherson struts , and at rear is a multi-link rear suspension. Ford
assembled five different powertrains for the second generation, including two hybrid variants.
All available engines are four-cylinder offerings, dropping the previous model's 3. In the update,
the Sport model returned, powered by a 2. The second generation Fusion introduced several
driver assistance technologies based on sensors, cameras and radar. BLIS technology enables
rear cross-traffic alert , aiding drivers backing out of parking space where visibility is
obstructed. For the model year the main alteration was that a 1. The Fusion introduced a revised
2. The new line-up also includes a next-generation hybrid version, and a plug-in hybrid version,
the Ford Fusion Energi. The Ford Fusion became the first production sedan to offer these three
options. For the second generation Fusion Hybrid the nickel-metal hydride batteries used in the
hybrid first generation were replaced with lithium-ion batteries. This rating is also the same

Ford achieved for the Ford C-Max Hybrid , as both hybrids share the same engine and
drivetrain. Ford updated the Fusion for the model year. All Fusions received new packages, new
front and rear end styling, a new rotary-controlled automatic transmission, and two new trim
levels of the gasoline-powered Fusion: the high-performance Sport , which marks the first time
that a V6 engine has been installed into a second-generation Fusion, and the Platinum , which
adds more luxury features onto the previously top-of-the-line Titanium trim level the Platinum is
also available for both the Fusion Hybrid and Fusion Energi models. Ford again updated the
Fusion for the model year. This version debuted at the New York International Auto Show , set
to go on sale in late summer The Fusion adds Ford's "Co-Pilot " safety suite as standard on all
models. It includes automatic emergency braking, lane-keeping assist, blind-spot and
rear-cross-traffic warning systems, automatic highbeams, and automatic wipers. The new
models have updated front and rear styling. The 1. The Hybrid is no longer available in base S
trim, and the Energi is available only in Titanium trim. The Energi model's battery range will
increase from 22 miles to 25 miles, and the battery may take less space in the trunk. For the
model year , the Fusion lineup has been condensed. All trim levels offer a higher level of
standard equipment, as well as fewer options. The S trim level is powered by a 2. SE and SEL
trims are powered by the 1. Gasoline-only Fusion models use a six-speed automatic
transmission. All Fusion Hybrid and Fusion Energi models are exclusively offered with front
wheel drive FWD , while select gasoline-only Fusion models are offered with all wheel drive. The
Sport and its 2. In , Ford recalled Ford Fusion with 1. On May 15, , Ford recalled about , Ford
Fusion with the 2. If the transmission shift lever safety cable becomes loose, the vehicle will
falsely register that the transmission is in 'Park', and will not show a warning message or sound
a warning chime upon removal of the ignition key, and could also pose a rollaway risk. In , Ford
began plans to discontinue the Fusion along with its other sedans in North America over the
following years, as part of a plan to focus more on SUVs and trucks. The performance-oriented
Fusion Sport was discontinued after the model year, with Ford focusing "on more popular
styles" of the Fusion. For the introduction of the Generation 6 body design in , the vehicles were
updated to match the second generation Fusion. The Generation 6 body styles were also meant
to closer resemble the production versions of their respective vehicles. Ford attempted to use a
fuel cell version of the Fusion, Ford Fusion Hydrogen , to set a land speed record on August
10â€”17 during Bonneville Speed Week in The car was driven by retired Ford engineer Rick
Byrnes, a long time Bonneville racer. According to Ford, consumer response to the Fusion had
exceeded their expectations, [] with 30, sold during the first quarter of By October , the Fusion
became one of the top ten best-selling cars in the U. An article reflecting on the retirement of
the Taurus however noted that whatever its faults, Ford did sell a large volume of them, and at
the time production ended, the Taurus was still outselling the smaller Fusion and larger Ford
Five Hundred combined, thanks to Taurus' large fleet sales. Ford also sells the Fusion in Mexico
and Brazil. In Brazil, it became the highest-selling car in its class in From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford Fusion Hybrid. Ward's Automotive Yearbook
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The current-generation Ford Fusion has been around for the better part of a decade, making its
debut back in And this year's model, the Fusion, might be the last one. Ford has announced that
it is only going to make trucks and SUVs in the future, so passenger cars such as the Fusion
are on the road to extinction. Thankfully, though, that doesn't mean the Fusion is a lame-duck
sedan without value. On the contrary, despite its age and looming demise, the Fusion is an
appealing four-door that offers plenty of modern safety and technology features. For , the
Fusion loses one of its engine options, the turbocharged V6 Sport model, but the remaining
turbocharged 1. The Fusion is also still available with all-wheel drive, and it comes standard
with safety features such as blind-spot monitoring, lane keeping assist and forward collision
mitigation. On the road, the Fusion earns points for its quiet and roomy interior, pleasing
balance of handling and ride comfort, and big trunk. Still, it'll be worth your time to check out a
few rival sedans. The Honda Accord and the Mazda 6 are more refined and enjoyable to drive,
for instance, while the Hyundai Sonata and the Kia Optima deliver a little more value. Overall,
the Ford Fusion, long in the tooth as it may be, is a solid pick for a midsize sedan. The hybrid
and plug-in hybrid known as the Fusion Energi are reviewed separately. The base Fusion S
comes standard with the 2. Also standard is a suite of driver safety aids called Co-Pilot that
includes blind-spot monitoring with rear cross-traffic alert, forward collision mitigation and lane
keeping assist. It adds dual-zone automatic climate control, an upgraded 8-inch center
touchscreen with navigation, Ford's Sync 3 voice controls, Apple CarPlay and Android Auto
capability, adaptive cruise control, and an additional USB port. The Fusion SE gets all of the
standard equipment on the S plus a turbocharged 1. The Fusion SEL builds on the standard SE
by adding features such as LED headlights, keyless ignition and entry, driver-seat memory
functions, heated front seats, and an speaker premium sound system. Is a GDI engine, they are
notorious buildup carbon deposits in the intake valves, like any other GDI Gas Direct Injection
engines including high end brands and models, If you use generic gas, dont change your oil in
time or dont use quality engine oil you going to be helping to expedite the carbon formation
process, this going to cause misfires, check engine light, bad MPG, loss of power and error
codes. Is not Ford is the nature how GDI engines works, im saying all this for let you know this
engines need basic maintenance in time, dont blame later on the car or manufacture. Also the
tail is not very stable in raining days, it slides easy. Overall I like more than other mid size
sedans in the market. My car is I will need more time for give a review over time and reliability.
So far I like it, works fine. Looking forward to taking a small get away when we are not having to
stay home. Before this car I had a fusion, and all anyone wanted to do is set stuff on the deck lid
and place their biscuits on the hood while waiting for me. Thankyou Ford for making that
slightly less achievable. I like the new fuel door, definitely a better design than the model that
had a capless system, but the fuel door would never seal at all. The headlights look easier to
replace or work on. The engine compartment looks like it has a fair amount of space to work in

if you plan on keeping it long enough. It looks like the computer is in the engine bay which
seems a bit cringe, but it looks far enough away from the engine that it couldn't hurt. The
battery is partially under the rain gutter, but it looks easy enough to slide out and replace when
it comes down to it. The suspension is great as always. This car also stops on a dime which is
great. The trunk compartment is cavernous; it looks like you could fit people back there. The
back seat is comfortable to sit in; it has sufficient leg room unless there's a tall person sitting
up front. The only tradeoff is floor mats. Generic floor mats do not fit at all, find good floor mats
for this car and keep them forever. Kzoo Kyle made his promise on getting me outta my Jeep
Wrangler and into a fusion. Was about helping a friend out and not trying to make a buck.
Definitely recommend Kyle. My dad and mom will be buying their new car from him. Write a
review. See all 9 reviews. Looking for a midsize sedan with solid power, excellent fuel economy,
distinctive styling and a wide array of tech features? The Ford Fusion might be a good match.
Here's a quick rundown of what we like, what we don't and the bottom line from the Edmunds
editors. The current Fusion has been around for a while and remains a strong choice. But the
competition is heating up. The turbocharged four-cylinder engine choices deliver plenty of
power while returning good fuel efficiency. The powerful turbo V6 represent the hot rod fusion,
but at the expense of fuel economy. We like the exterior styling. But that sloping rear roof line
does cut down on visibility and back seat headroom. Trunk space is still decent for the class
though. Interior quality is comparable to other sedans. And the overall design is pleasant with
angular accents. Mid-range trims look even more modern with a SYNC 3 system that eliminates
some of the physical buttons. The bottom line is the Ford Fusion holds its own against the
Toyota Camry, Honda Accord, and Mazda 6 thanks to its variety and models and engines. But it
comes up a little short when it comes to rear seat room. The redesigned Honda Accord leaped
to the front of the class when it was redesigned in , and it has stayed there ever since. It has a
spacious and classy interior, and it's one of the most comfortable sedans for the money. On top
of all that, the Accord is thoroughly enjoyable to drive, with sporty handling and strong
acceleration that isn't normally associated with a family sedan. Against the Accord, the Fusion
has an uphill battle. Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Honda Accord. One of our
favorite performance-oriented sedans, the Kia Stinger offers a different approach to everyday
family motoring than the Fusion. The Stinger has almost-luxury levels of interior quality and lots
of standard and optional safety equipment, but it is pricey when you compare it to the Fusion.
For drivers interested in sheer performance, though, it'll definitely be worth the added cost.
Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Kia Stinger. If midsize sedans were a big, happy
family, the Mazda 6 would be the well-groomed elder child who always shows up wearing
dry-cleaned clothes and well-shined shoes. A refined selection in the midsize sedan segment,
the Mazda 6 has a luxury feel without the luxury price. It also has impressive handling and
steering for the segment. This Mazda is one of the better picks you'll find for a midsize sedan.
The Ford Fusion is offered in the following submodels: Fusion Sedan. Available styles include
SE 4dr Sedan 1. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford Fusion and all its
trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Fusion 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users
to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about
any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value,
interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers
with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Fusion. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Fusion and all model years in our
database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the Fusion
featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and
driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road
tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Ford Fusion. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,

satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Ford Ford
Fusion. Photos Select year - New. Other years. Pros Quiet interior with an easy-to-use control
layout and quality materials Optional all-wheel drive for cold-weather climates Adept
combination of sharp handling and a composed ride Cons Standard tech interface is more
frustrating to use than some rivals' systems Underwhelming acceleration from base engine
Real-world fuel economy doesn't always match EPA estimates What's new V6 Sport trim has
been discontinued Paddle shifters no longer available on 1. The Ford Fusion was a standout
when it was first introduced and is still an above-average option for a midsize family sedan.
However, competitors have improved over the years and now surpass the Fusion in a few key
areas. The Fusion isn't as dynamically impressive as it once was, but it's still a likable car. In
Edmunds performance testing, the 1. The brake pedal, though, inspires confidence. It's easy to
moduate in traffic and provides shorter-than-average emergency stopping distances. The
Fusion feels solid as you drive it around turns. The suspension minimizes body roll, and it isn't
upset if you drive over a bump midcorner. Curvy mountain roads pose little drama. The Fusion's
steering wheel is nicely weighted, and it returns to center willingly. Though low-speed parking
is a breeze, there's almost no feeling of connection to the road through the steering during
spirited driving. Though the Fusion has some minor issues with comfort, they're relatively easy
to forgive. The car feels planted in most scenarios, and it isn't upset by most small
imperfections in the road. Out on the highway, the ride can feel a bit floaty without passengers
or cargo but not to the degree that we'd call it bouncy. Road noise is kept to a minimum, and the
front seats are a particularly nice place to sit, even for hours at a time. The automatic climate
control system performs adequately in hot weather, but the climate control buttons are small
and laid out in a somewhat unconventional way. Almost everyone should find the Fusion's
interior to be pleasant and accommodating. The cabin features a rotary transmission shifter that
takes some getting used to, but most cabin controls are nicely grouped and easy to operate at a
glance, even though a few of the buttons are on the small side. For most passengers, it's easy
to get in and out of the Fusion. Taller passengers may take issue with the sloping rear roofline.
The driving position is nicely adjustable. Outward visibility is good despite fairly thick
windshield pillars, but the rear blind spot is larger than average due to a broad rear roof pillar
and a smaller-than-average rear quarter window. It's easy to connect devices, execute voice
commands, or navigate to a destination without a steep learning curve. Unfortunately, the basic
audio systems are underwhelming with lower-than-average audio quality. Voice controls,
however, via Sync 3, are excellent. They take natural language and simple commands to
perform all sorts of things such as changing radio stations and inputting navigation
destinations. Interior storage spaces include a large bin under the front armrest and a spacious
tray under the center console. Both front and rear center armrests have two cupholders, and
there's one in each of the wide door pockets. None will hold anything larger than an
average-size water bottle. Our test car had the 1. That's a little below average. But it does seem
to be a realistic number. We achieved Though the Fusion can be a decent deal depending on
how you equip it, there are competitors that will give you more bang for your buck. There were
no significant squeaks or rattles in our test car, but several panels on the inside and exterior
were slightly misaligned. The higher trim levels help the Fusion feel less like a rental. Though
it's a bit better-looking and slightly more entertaining to drive than some sedans in the class,
the Fusion isn't exactly a pulse-raiser. However, it's an attractive sedan with some personality,
which might make it more appealing than some of the more function-over-form options out
there. Right in the middle of the lineup, we recommend the Fusion in its SE trim level. The base
S model only gets four speakers. What's more, the SE can be had with several option packages
that add safety features such as forward collision mitigation and blind-spot monitoring as well
as functional options such as all-wheel drive. Read more. Find savings on the Fusion for sale
near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Fusion lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the
Fusion. Most helpful consumer reviews 3 out of 5 stars, My honest opinion Fusion SE 1. Check
your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer
quote? Lane Keeping System Makes minor corrections to steering when the car senses you are
drifting out of your lane. Pre-Collision Assist Warns the driver of an imminent front collision.

Can automatically apply the brakes as well. It's standard on all Fusions. Side Impact Test Good.
Ford Fusion vs. Honda Accord The redesigned Honda Accord leaped to the front of the class
when it was redesigned in , and it has stayed there ever since. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Fusion both on the road and at the track, giving it a
7. You probably care about Ford Fusion fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Fusion
gets an EPA-estimated 23 mpg to 27 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo
capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the
Fusion has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Ford
Fusion is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners
and reveal what it's like to live with the Fusion. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Fusion's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Ford Fusion is a
good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Fusion and gave it a 7. Safety scores, fu
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el economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether
the Fusion is a good car for you. Other versions include: SE 4dr Sedan 1. If you're interested in
the Ford Fusion, the next question is, which Fusion model is right for you? Fusion variants
include SE 4dr Sedan 1. What do people think of the Ford Fusion? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Fusion and
all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for a New Ford Fusion?
Which Ford Fusions are available in my area? Can't find a new Ford Fusions you want in your
area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Ford Fusion?
Check out Ford lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the Fusion drive? How
comfortable is the Fusion? How economical is the Fusion? Is the Fusion a good value?

